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INTRODUCTION )

It is with considerable frustration that early childhood educa-
tors approaCh their responsibilities today. The task'oi providing
quality sefvice to children and their families has been complicated
by the failure to deliver promised outcomes. .In the early sixties the
enthusiasm of the social reform movement, touched early education
with the promise of long denied pre-eminence in education through
the provision of crucial services to children when they need them most.
The idea of critical periods for4earning was borrowed from physiology
and animal psychplogy (Scott, 1962 ); various correlational studies of
intellectual development suggested that 50% of the variance in adult scores
is accounted for'by scores at age foura,(Bloom, 1964); and most impor-
tnt, politicians b'egan to talk about a "head start" for disadvantaged
children that would make therri "equal in achievement and ability" by
the time they reached kipdergarten. Clearly, early education was a
field of opportunity. By 1965, when national Head Start was launched,
the public as well as. the educator was in a state of excitement with the
perceived.potential of early education . . and nothing was being done
coto prepare for the disaster of failed expectations. As early as faLl 1965,
reports began to drift into the literature of Preschool Lost. The final
culminating blow was the study of Head Start graduates in -the elementary
schools, the Qhio State-Westinghouse Report (Cicarelli, 1969). While00 based only on the limited analysis of a'ademic data ofa short term na-
ture, the study effectively eliminated public confidence in Head Start as
a program to "cure" the Aid. While Head Start has grown and prospered

C) since then, it has been as a broadly based service program and not as a
me ical model "cure" venture in compensatory education.

What next? While Head Start "helps, " where can those of uS
truly interested in making a differencbe through. the provision of quality

4
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services turn to find an effective process? Intuitively those involved
, in early ecation know that families and children dan greatly benefit
from servfZes. How can these services be renderedlow do we
avoid the pitfalls'of iheciarlyHead Start program with its elusive pro-

'mises and programs based on the deficit-hypothesis in which the pro-
fessional cofrects the inability of the participant to measure up to
established, often-arbitrary, standards?

For those familiar with the penduluin sweeps irteducatioh, it
comes' as no great surprise that there is a candidate waiting in the wings
to assume the plasp*ve hoped for Head Start. The candidate is Parent
involvement.

Tiffs paper will present a position of what is needed tri early educa-
tion and then look specifically at a position regarding parent inv vement.
A particular orientation that offers some promise of avoiding th deliver-
ance of the deficit hypothesis will be presented. Finally, the py school
program's of the High/Scope Foundation will be surveyed and some impli-
cations for preschool educators will be draw.p.'

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Parent, involvement in ed,ucation,_has had a highly varied histixt,y
over the rears. Paring the great social movement of the sixties-, parent
involvement generally meant the'participatioh by parents in the advisory
and decision- making councils of operating programs such as Head Start,
Title I Compensatory Education prbjects, etc. Yet the fundamental issue
is, the parent as a key.educator of the child and few prograrrts included
parents on that level. The most vvidely,circulated appeal on this issue -

is Bronfrenbrenner's v(1974) position paper prepared for the Office of
Child Development. While the paper presents a specific view of the re-

' search.in the field, at times seemingly accepting without question findings
that need much clarifiettion, nevertheless, the general position and recom-
mendations are fundamental for the new thrust for parent involvement in
the total educational development of the child. A broader review of the
research has been developed by Goodson -andiHess (in press) in a state-
ment that gives an extended look at specific projects and proVides the
most recent follow-up data of major studies.

tti
The tragedy of the early educatibn field is that some educators

have already "flipped" and adopted parent involvement as the only valid
programming position. In accepting such a position, the field is once
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again placed in the position of "all the egksin onebasket; " rather than
recognizing that there are-many forces making each 'style of program-
ming effective:

.

Befdre looking briefly at -the home teaching programs of the
High /Scope Foundation, the development'of the basic philosophy of
these programsis discussed.

*

T

' THE PROCESS OF HOME-tEA CHING
- . -

The home teaching philosophy pf the High/Scope Foundation
evolved over the past 13 years of work An the horn s. At the early stages
of the work, the home visits were perceived as a service to the mbther
to help her seeher child learning and enjoying "education. " The mother
could be involved as much as she wished, but the staffemphasized the
service element. After the second year of work, ,a mere educationall-%
focus was introduced with emphasis on the mbther's participation as the
principal teacher of her child. Whip the actual content orthe home teach
ing did not...shift to any great extent, the interrelationship of the teacher-
mother-child became more dynamic. The results,;were immediate.
More homPvisits were completed, the duration of the visits increased,

' and teachers expressed greater satisfaction with the process 'of hoine
teaching. In retrospect, the dilemma in home teaching can be seen as

search for an alternatiye to the deficit assumption in compensatory edu-
cation. The position can be stated in this manner.

Most earlyt childhood education programs make implicit assump-
tions about parental involvement that bothainpUence and reflect their
attitude toward parents as child-rearers. These assumptions may or
may not be consciously recognized by the people responsible. for program
operations. The range of assumptions about parents can be summarized

.
by the following statements:

Parents need the benefit of expert knowledge and special
training to raise their children effectively. In order to learn these
essential skills, they must be involved and trained in education rriograms
derived from laboratory and field research.

4

111k

Parents know what they need as parents. They can run effec-_,
time programs and find the needed resources to accomplish their goals..

Parents and educators can be ressurces for each other, work-
ing as equals in determiningtithe goals and practices of effective child-rearing.

-3-
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Programs with the view that parents need thebeilefit of
expert knoWledge and special trainini,t6 raise theirchildren effec- .

tively-assurne.that parents must be trainedand inyolved in education ,.
programs in order to Iva= the 'essential skills bt parenting. 'Many,

' if not most, programs have em1A-aced this perspective. %For example,
.......,.Rheing old (1974) states : '

-

We...must set out at once the specifications for a new profession;
I shall` name it Scientists of Rearing. they shall be scientists.
who devote themselves to acquiring and testing knowledge on

, . .
the rearing or children, and to discovering,how successful
different practices areiin achieving the behaviors that index

'..p,...1.-he values. society willInow espouse, and how successful in
.. eliminating destructive, self-defeating and mean behaviors.

These scientists will also teach those who will teach the parents
'and all those who, care for children... Next, pgrents must be

..
taught how to rear their children. ,. Parebts-tó-be must be..
certified as to th7ir competence, and a practical extrnination
is better than a paper one. (pp. 481 46) -

#

. ,

Programs with this perspective knowingly or unknowingly
assign ,plrents,a passives:LC:de in the educatio.nal program. Implicit i.

in this orientation is that ,i'arents are the receivers of predetermined
information transmitted b 'y educators- or profession staff. Moreover,
it represents a philosophical position, the defi'it hypothesis, `that is '
currently unacceptable to many Members of ethnic minority groups-andlf
Others who.would prefer to,emphasize the values'of diversity.

r

(2) Some prograths assume that parents know what they need
as parents -- that they can run effective 'provams and find the needed
resources to accomplish, this gb(a4.- Cooperahve day care centers `in
the United States and neighborhood playschool groups 'in England ar4
the most typical examples of programs in which parents (most freguently
mothers) are almost totally responsible fOr the program operations.
Educators or professional staff may serve as resources for the Parent*,
but their involvement is generally only at the-request of the parents.

'(3) In some programs; parents and educators are considered
resources for each other, working as equals in determining the goals

and practices of effective child-rearing. -Expert knowledge may be
utilized to help educators be responsive to and supportive of the indivi-
dual needs of parents and children. The objective is not td retrain parents
but to facilitate self-determined behavior. This is the .position in the
projects of the High/Scope Founda'ition.

-4-
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This Position'assemes,that parents have the capacity to ade-,
quately rear their own children; but need support to overcome speci-

.fic problems that are Common to families in all sectors of society
but ofteh more pressing among'those with extremely limited isesour.

1 s
....

The child7rea,ring role, of parents is considered prtrnary and 'the, task,
of persons (educators) working with Tfie"famhy is to provide as'sistanceN ,,
and opportimities for parts to achieve self-determined goals-. Home
teaching progtams'ofthis natue provide parerfts with oppOrtunities.
to clarify the goals .and aspirations which they'hold for their children
and to develop an 6-pen, problem-solving approach to child-rearing;
At the samerme, the rights, abilities-And individuality:of parents are' .
acknowledge and respected. The edUcational process which typifies
this assumption abOut parents is interactive between the parent(s) and
the educato. The educator does not assume the doriiinant role in the
educatidnal process; -nor are the parents the only active agents in the'
program. Each participant acts as resource for the other, and a balance
is',114rtick between the collective and individual sources' of information

'and%ctivity. Thee role is difficult for the educator, because any tendency
to subtly domiriate the relationship must be strictly avoided'if the,pro-
gragn is to-b-es-uccessful. (Lambie, Bond, Ikeikart, 1974, p. 18-20)

;.

dirOME" TEACHING PROGRAMS OF THE HIGH/SCOPE FOUNDATION

. The staff of the,F.Oundation became involved in home teaching in
1962 with the original Ypsilanti Perry Preschool Project, Since that
time three.- additional research projects have been operated which were

or entirelbased on hdrne teaching. ThiS section reviews each of
these projects briefly.

4

Preschool ProjectYpsilanti -Perry

The Ypsilanti-Terry Preschool Project was among the earlies...t
of the wave,of cognitively. oriented preschoolprograms for economically
disadvantaged children which appeared in the early sixties. From 1962
through 1967, 123 acadernical/y"highrislel preschool-age children parti-
cipated in the project, _c.ornpzising five successime_cohorts of children who *

entered the project one year apart. Approximately equal numbers
children in each cohort belonged to independent experimental and control.

, groups. Experimental group children attended preschool and received
weekly home teaching visits when they were three and four years old; the
children in the control group experienced no intervention other than annual
testing. Bothgrolips entered the same public schools at age five, and no
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further intervention has taker} lace since except for periodic data
collection:

>Currently, children from the Perry Presdhoo.1 sample are in
seventh through eleventh grades. Unlike many longitudinal ,fudies,

lamtSle attrition has been' siight;.of 123 children in the total sample,
only one child could not be located during the recent data collection.
With support from the Spencer Foundation and Carnegie Corporation
it' has been posdible to continue basic data collection and. tosperform
basic analyses On longitudinal. data collected on all child'ren through
fourth grade. -Results from this phase lof the longitudinal study.are
presented in a report which is in the finale stages of preparation.

Finding's clearly indicate that even in fourth grade (five gars
after educational. intervention terminated) there were statistically
significant and educationally important differences between children
who attended preschdol and those who did not. -Particularly striking
was the finding that children who attended preschool were significantly
less likely to be retained in grade or placed in special educalionfrpro-.
grams than -their peers in the donlrol group. Specifically, of the' 90.
who remain in Ypsilanti, 13% of,the experimental group children are
in special education compared to 34% of the control group. Such evi-
dence sAands in sharp contrast'to the widespread opinion that preschool
educatton 'has no loitg-term developmental consequences for econorrati
cally'disadvantaged or culturally different children.

4

Thy e Ypsilanti Home Teachitg Project
.

The Ypsilanti Home Teaching Project (Weikart and Lambie,,.
1968') was conducted as a pilot study to explore home teaching as a
means of providing preschool services during the spring of 1966. .
Building or' the experience of the home teaching component of the Perry
Fro, ext, the mother was introduced as the.major partner in Ole educa-
tion. of her vcung child. The program included 35 children and their
mothers in the experimental group and 29 in theAontrol group. OWeekly
home visits were provided for four months. The basic questions under
oivestigation were 1) to determine the acceptability of home teaching,
nly ly as an alternative to both home teaching and preschool classes attend-

ance to the mothers, and 2) to discover theimpi,ct of home teaching only
on the intellectual development of a sampling of four - year -olds with limit-
ed economic opportunities.
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The outcomes of the project clearly in dicated that mothers

would accept 'home-teaching, indeed, they were enthusiasticiabout
it with 91% of all home visits compltted'as planned. Cognitive test
data collected on projt children found' that the program had its
greatest effect on those youngsters who were judged most in need
of assistance with the experimental children significantly outperform-
ing the control children on.general intellectual ability as a result of
project participation.

Ypsilanti-Calnegie Infant Education Project

The Ypsilanti-Carnegie In fant Education Project (196840)
was one of the first hone-basedlipreveaive early education programs
for economically disadvaritaged infgnts. (Lambie, Bond,t.Weikaft, 1974)
Infants entered the project at three, seven or eleven maths of age and
were randomly assigned to one of three treatments (experimental, c-
trast, control),, creating an age -by- treatment factorial design. A. total
pf 65 families participated: The experittal treatment consisted of
weekly home visits with mothers and info s by trained educitors oorer
a 16-month period and intensive observation and testing. '1'he contrast

' treatment consisted of weekly hpme visits by untrained' women from the 3
community and the same testing schedule as in the experiMental group.
Families,in the control group received only the same testing as families

.40 in the other groups. .

The findings of the project indicate that the experimental group
mothers provided the most supportive verbal interactions with their
children, that the children of the experimental group consistently, /
though not always significantly, scored higher on measures of intellec-
tual ability, and that they displayed better language development than
the other 'groups. A surprising outcome of tli study was the finding
that control group childrenattainee Binet scores (while lower than the
experimental group) that were slightly higher than the population mean
(110) at three years of age (31-39 months) during follow-up testing. This

-.5 finding contradicts past experience with children from similarlyeconomi-
tally disadvantaged homes in Ypsilanti... It seems possible that the inten-
sive test4ng, interviev4ng, and observation which control group families

ceived represented an educational treatment of sorts.

Ypsilanti Preschool Curriculum Demonstration Project

The Ypsilanti Curriculum Demonstration Project was designed
to address the question of whether some preschool curricula might be

-7-
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rrysi&e beneficial than others for economically disadvantaged children.
ilirhwell developed preschool curricula were contrasted (Weikart,
1961; 1971): the Cognitive Curriculum developed during the Ypsilanti-
Perry Preschool Project from a largely Piagegan theory base;'the
Language Curriculum which was a highly structured language-focused
program develord by Bereiter and Engelmann; and a Unit-Based Cur-
riculum modeled after traditional nursery school programs organized
around "units" of activity.

From 1967 through 1969, 94 economically disadvantaged
children from Ypsilan , Michigan, participated in the project, each
having been randomly-a -igned.to one af'three edutational treatments.
Two' cohorts of children. (N=43) completed two\f,41 years of preichool,

- in one.of.three programs with weekly home teachinvisits conducted
in.the same currifulum. style as the preschool classroom by teachers
designed to inv ie mothers more directly in. he education of their
children. Ano r. 36 children completed two years ,ok'preschool 4,th-
out home teaching. .

,

Longitudinal findings thro :h second grade on.children.who hat
both pre}school and home teach' indicated that all three programs had
very similar and very positive effecta during the preschool Obriod in
spite of dramatic differences in program philosophies and operatiOns. /
Children in all three programs revidAced large gains on standardized/

rely examines
in order td

bnces eme ed

tests during preichool. A report currently in progress cl
data obtained during kindergarten, first, and second `grade
determine whether any important curriculum- related diffe
once experimental treatment ceased and children entered school.

Implications I
" In many respefts, the.-projects described are probably the most

extensive and among the most carefully controlled early education pro-
jects performed in the last decade. All of the projects, except the short-
term Ypsilanti Home Teaching project, are in longitudinal follow-up
status permitting both statements about shorttterm outcomes as well as
statements regarding long-term impact. All of the projects provided
delivery of hbrne teaching to participating families. While focus on the' '
mother as the legitimate person to establish goals for her child was pre-
sent in t14 knitial work in 1962, it was not clearly articulated or fully

n.imple.erTted until the Home Telching Project in 1966. Since that time,
all work in the atom es has followed that philosophic orientation and ethical
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committment. In addition to home teaching, the Ypsilanti Perry
Preschool Project and the Ypsilanti Curriculum Demonstration
Project provided half day preschool classroom sessions as well to
all participating children.

;While the analysis of these projeCt data are underway at this
e, several observations pertain to the discussion of effectiveness

of preschool education and home teaching. First, ,home teaching
and preschool classroom education seem to be a powerful combina-
tion "of mothods to affect the growth and development of young children
from economic disadvantaged homes over the long term. Whether

. preschool classroom experience alone or home teaching alone would be
as effective is not answered by these data. However, it seems impor- .

tent tosuggest that any particular single solution to the problems of
adequate education for young children is an over simplification. The
particular method of service is more a matter of adapting a number
of options to the needs of a particular group of families than the selec-
tion of one method that "works better "than any other. Iisues of
quality of operation, type% of measures utilized to assess formative
and surrunative results, and the gradual construction of true alterna-
tive systems of education for child de elopment *re vore important
than any one particular' organizational scheme. True service to child-
ren and tlitir families will only result when the professionals responsible
for such service recognize their role nd responsibilities.

Specifically, it is not a.questi nof parent involvement education
vs. no parent involvement. The prob ems of quality education stretch
beyond such limits. 'Issu'es that need discussion include at least these
four:

.
1. Staff Model. More inagortant than the particular form of

any program is the manner in which the staff operate that program to
deliver the services or curriculum.. A staff model includes the inanner
and amount of supervision staff receive, the style of administration of
the program, the manner in which inservice training is torqvided, and,
in general, the procedures employed by the program to function.

2. Outcome variables. When does a program deliver "assis-
Nance" to a group p'ar4etp,ants? ,Traditionally, in edueathenal services,
certain academic skills are measured by such tests as the Metropolitan
Achievement Test or the Wide Range Achievement Test, certain cogni-
tive abilities are assessed bymthe Stanford-Binet Intelligence test, and so

.-9-
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forth. Yet, there is deep reserve about these instruments, and,
indeed, there is substantial question about the validity of programs
preparing students to achieve in-schools as they are currently operat-
ed. It is impossible to evaluate program effects by measuressthat
are considered to be invalid.

3.. Continuity of service. Many programs today ate offered
as temporary efforts to4sist an individual reach a limited goal. It
is known that aeithetkeschool classroom exper,ienceor parent in-
volvement or almost any other service "cure" o4 "innoculate" the

/.child from future difficulty or insure future success. Ours basic pro-
blem is to alter the traditional segmentation of services, of schooling,

it of parent involvement; to change the pattern of traditional schooling,
and to introduce innovation in early stimulation iln d development. Then
we need to insure innovation throughout the school, linking the various
aspects of specific programs together.

4. Implication of deficit hypothesis. There is a need to face
the implications for programmin( and research when the orientation .

toward' the deficit hypothesis in des gning servicesPand education is
eliminated. Broad band curricula Serving a wide range of children

-simultaneously and acceptance of multiple outcomes on multiple criteria
reflect this new orientation.

Any solution adopted by educators or policy makers that doffs
not at least include the aggressive consideration of the above points
Jima recognize the short-term riature of the soltttiOn because her is
no one right way to accomplish anything and even simple aclutions need
massive assistance to be effective. Such assistance is even more im-
portant as the program is targeted' on-long-range efforts.
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